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“It is necessary, and even vital, to set standards for your life and the 
people you allow in it.” 

~ Mandy Hale 
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Anita Gadhia-Smith 
# Remember that real love takes time to develop, and it might even be 

healthy if you’re not feeling a lot of intense passion right away 

 

If you have met someone that you think is perfect, but you don’t feel a love 
connection to him, ask yourself why this may be happening.  

Have you had a checklist of qualities that you believe you wanted?  

Having a mental checklist of people who are good on paper does not necessarily 
translate into good chemistry in a live relationship. 

You might have someone who meets all of your requirements, but if you don’t feel 
a desire for them or an emotional connection, it is very hard to force chemistry.  

Feeling a pull towards someone is not some thing that you can will to happen. 
Sometimes it happens when you least expect it to and when it doesn’t even make 
any sense. If something makes sense in your head, but you’re not feeling it in your 
heart, listen to your heart. 

It is very important to learn to trust our intuition and inner feelings.  
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This is how we are led to do what is meant for us in our lives. Your intuition may 
even be telling you that there’s something that’s not quite right, even though Mr. 
Perfect seems to be everything you thought you wanted.  

Sometimes our intuition knows much more than we consciously do.  

If there is something that is missing, it could develop, but not necessarily. If you have 
a vague sense that something is not quite right, trust yourself. 

Another reason that you may not be attracted to someone that you think is exactly 
what you want is if you have an addiction to unhealthy relationships.  

Sometimes we can sabotage ourselves if our early life relationships or role models 
were unhealthy and we are unconsciously drawn to people who are similar to them.  

If you have had a pattern of being attracted to unavailable or unhealthy men, seek 
therapy in order to understand your unconscious childhood issues. Patterns can be 
changed if we work on them. 

Remember that real love takes time to develop, and it might even be healthy if 
you’re not feeling a lot of intense passion right away.  

Perhaps you want to get to know someone first? Take your time and assess the 
situation. You will eventually have more clarity about whether you can love this 
person. Sometimes, love is a decision.  

Remember that there are many people out there, and that you don’t have to try 
make something work that is not meant to be. 

Anita Gadhia-Smith, PsyD, LCSW-C, LICSW – www.drgadhiasmith.com 
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